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creating networks, connecting businesses



The UK-Ghana Chamber of Commerce (UKGCC) was established in 
2016 with the support of the United Kingdom’s Department for 
Business and Trade to promote trade between the UK and Ghana.  It 
is the leading private sector organisation proffering trade and 
commerce support for UK and Ghana businesses.

The UKGCC is a two-time British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) 
International Chamber of the Year finalist, and 2023 BCC International 
Chamber of the Year.

ABOUT THE UK-GHANA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE



OUR PREVIOUS TRADE MISSIONS



ABOUT LONDON TECH WEEK

• Innovators. Investors. Tech giants. The visionaries applying new tech to solve 

the world’s biggest problems. Enterprise tech leaders who are creating 

solutions to enrich every aspect of our lives.

• They all come to London Tech Week to see where tech will take them next.

• With over 90 countries represented, this is where the global tech ecosystem 

intersects with the investment, innovation and talent which calls the UK 

home.



KEY THEMES

Artificial Intelligence The future of security 
and data

Tomorrow’s talent The deep tech revolution

Green Innovation
Empowering 

Entreprenuership
Healthier futures Social Impact



WHY ATTEND

For Start-Ups

• Connect with leading VCs, CVCs and angel investors, whether they are  based here, in one 
of the world’s biggest financial centres, or join from all over the world. 

• Listen to the inspirational stories of founders who have built businesses of all shapes and 
sizes. 

• Connect with fellow innovators to share ideas and explore collaboration. 

• Meet thousands of enterprise tech leaders looking for someone to solve their problems.

• Find out how founders of the UK and Europe’s most exciting start-ups are approaching 
funding and scaling while tackling some of the greatest challenges facing humanity.

For Investors

• Meet the VCs, CVCs and angel investors who call London home and who are on the lookout 
for their next venture. 

• Use an app to find people with the profile you want to meet so that you maximise your time at 
the event.



WHY ATTEND

For Enterprise Tech

• Discover the latest in AI, quantum, cyber, fintech, martech, createch, cleantech, 

the future of work. 

• Hear about the breakthroughs which will create technologies we haven’t even 

got a name for yet.

• Learn about the best-in-class case studies of the foundational tech which 

every organisation needs to get right. 

• Explore the hottest innovations and the deeper issues facing the world of tech 

– the balance between data and privacy, how tech can promote inclusion and 

what AI really means for humankind.

• Discover how corporates are innovating and embracing emerging tech to 

become more productive, efficient and competitive. 

• Explore the new enterprise tech exhibition and hear from leaders at the 

forefront of digital transformation from a range of different industry verticals.



General Attendee 
Premium 

Start-up Premium
Investor Premium 

General Attendee Premium 
+ AI Summit Delegate 

GHS 45,560.13 GHS 36,417.63 GHS 42,512.63 82,252.03

OTHER PACKAGES



For registration and participation, kindly contact Sara-Adelaide at  
saraadelaide@ukgcc.com.gh
Or
trademissions@ukgcc.com.gh

Telephone : +233 54 012 6004

 Thank you

mailto:saraadelaide@ukgcc.com.gh
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creating networks, connecting businesses

E. info@ukgcc.com.gh

W. www.ukgcc.com.gh
Facebook: UK- Ghana Chamber of Commerce
Linkedin: UK- Ghana Chamber of Commerce

Instagram: uk_ghanachamberofcommerce

Twitter: UKGCC_ACCRA

YouTube: UK- Ghana Chamber of Commerce

http://www.ukgcc.com.gh/

